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Abstract: In the case of cylindrical gears, ISO calculus method gives two possibilities for determination of
the Kυ interior dynamic factor, depending on gear importance and calculus accuracy. For an accurate
calculus, the interior dynamic factor is determined depending on critical rotation of pinion. This paper
presents the method for determination of the critical rotation and the influence of several geometrical and
kinematical parameters over the value of the critical rotation at the pinion of an exterior cylindrical gear.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the hypothesizes adopted for both the contact and bending stress calculus
models was that the teeth interaction normal force is statically applied on the teeth. Since
this hypothesis cannot be applied for real gears ISO recommends the introduction of
several correction factors which take account of the differences between the real gear and
the calculus model. The dynamic action of the Fn normal force is due to two causes:
external dynamic action, dependent of the motor and driven machines, and internal
dynamic action, dependent of manufacturing and fitting errors and also of the elastic
deformations of shaft, casing etc.
The Kυ dynamic factor is defined as a ration between the total load of the teeth
(internal dynamic effects and transmitted tangential load) and the tangential load of the
teeth and it is influenced by both design and machining parameters.
From the design parameters, most important are: peripheral velocity on the
reference cylinder; teeth load considering the KA application factor; masses and mass
inertia moments of the pinion and gear and the masses coupled to the gear; tooth bending
stiffness and, especially, the stiffness of simultaneously gear teeth and the variation of this
stiffness during the gearing process; stiffness of the shafts, bearings and casing; Damping
properties of the transmission the gear is part of but also of the lubricant between the
teeth; critical rotation and the internal gear vibrations. Of the machining parameters, the
most important are: gear ratio deviations due to the fpb base pitch and ff profile tolerances;
balancing of the gears and other parts; bearing adjustments and loads.
2. THEORETICAL BASIS
The ISO/DIN calculus method presents two calculus methods: method B – for
precise calculus and method C – for a calculus with sufficient precision for many of the real
life cases. Both methods are based on the simplifying hypothesis [] that the teeth pair is
replaced by an elastic system shown in fig. 1, made of only one mass obtained by
combining the masses of the pinion and the gear, reduced to the gearing line, with a mean
gearing teeth stiffness cγ, a mean damping k, given by the lubricant and the base pitch and
profile tolerances of the pinion (f1) and of the wheel (f2).
Calculus method B is based on the following hypothesizes:
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•

Each gear is considered to be independent, meaning that, in a multiple step
transmission, the influence of the other gear steps is neglected; this consideration is
applicable where the shafts supporting both driven gear and pinion (for example,
the intermediary shaft of a reducer) have relatively low stiffness.
• The flexional vibrations of the shaft – gear system are neglected because usually
the bending stiffness of the shaft is very big and the specific frequency of the
vibration is greater then the working rotation of the shaft.
• The damping in bearings and couplings is neglected, since they are already taken
into account by the KA application factor.
This paper presents the influence of some parameters of the gear on its critical
rotation. Some of these considered parameters are: pinion number of teeth; the gear ratio;
the helix angle; the addendum modification coefficient etc.
The critical rotation for a cylindrical gear can be determined with the following
formula []:
ncr 1 = nE 1 =

30 ⋅ 10 3
πz1

cγ
mred

,

(1)

where mred represents the gearing toothed wheels
mass, reduced on the gearing line, per unit of length, in
kg/mm; cγ – mean value of total tooth stiffness per face
width unit, in N/(mm.µm).
The cγ stiffness is determined respecting the
following conditions: exterior gearing with any reference
profile, spur or helical gear with the helix angle β ≤ 45°;
gears manufactured from steel in massive construction
or as hub – disk – rim; with the specific load
K A Ft / b ≥ 100 N/mm; pinion in the same piece with the
shaft or fitted on it by means of grooves or pressing. .
The equation to determine the cγ stiffness is

c γ = c ' (0,75ε α + 0,25 ) ,

(2)

where c’ is the stiffness of a gear teeth pair, per length
unit, which is determined with the formula:
Fig. 1

c ' = c ' th CM CRCB cos β ,

(3)

where: c' th represents the theoretic stiffness of a gear teeth pair; CM=0,8 – correction
factor which takes account of the differences between theoretical calculus, made for a
specific load of Ft/b=300 N/mm, and the result of the measurements; CR – additional factor
referring to the toothed wheels construction; CB – additional factor referring to the
reference profile.
The c'th theoretic stiffness can be determined with
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c 'th = 1 q ' ,

(4)

and the q’ factor with
q ' = C1 +

x
x
C 2 C3
+
+ C 4 x n1 + C5 n1 + C6 x n 2 + C7 n 2 + C8 x n21 + C9 x n22 ,
zn 2
z n1
z n1 z n 2

(5)

the values of the C1...C9 coefficients are given in Table 1.
Table 1
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
0,04723 0,15551 0,25791 -0,00635 -0,11654 -0,00193 -0,24188 0,00529 0,00182
The CR gear construction factor takes in account the flexibility of the gear disk and rim. If
the gear is manufactured in massive construction, CR=1.0. For a hub – disk – rim construction,
the CR factor is determined with (fig. 2)
CR = 1 +

ln(bs b )
,
5e sR (5mn )

(6)

with the following restrictions:
•
•
•

if bs b < 0.2, then on considers bs b = 0.2;
if bs b > 1.2, then on considers bs b = 1.0;
if s R mn < 1.0, then on considers sR mn = 1.0.
The CB reference profile factor considers the differences
between the used reference profile and the standard reference
*
profile (αn=20°, han
=1.0 and c n* =0.2), the last being considered
for the theoretic stiffness calculus, and is determined with
*
CB = [1 + 0.5(1.2 − han
− c n* )][1 − 0.02(20 o − α n )]

(7)

If the specific load is K A Ft / b < 100 N/mm, then the
stiffness of the teeth pair decreases with the decease of the
load. In this case the (3) equation becomes
c ' = c ' th CM CRCB [(K A Ft b ) 100]

0.25

Fig. 2

cos β .

(8)

The mred reduced mass for an exterior cylindrical gear is

determined with
mred

πd 
=  m1 
8  d b1 

2

d m2 1
1

+

,

1

(1 − q ) ρ (1 − q ) u ρ
4
1

1

4
2

(9)

2

2

d + d f 1,2
where d m1,2 = a1,2
is the average teeth diameter for the pinion, respectively for the
2
driven gear; q1,2 = d i 1,2 d m1,2 , with da, df, di according to fig. 2; 1 − q14 = 1, if the pinion is in
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the same piece with the shaft or in massive construction; 1 − q 24 = 1, if the gear is in
massive construction; ρ1,2 = 7,83 ⋅ 10 −6 kg/mm3, steel density.
3. THE INFLUENCE OF THE GEAR PARAMETERS ON THE CRITICAL ROTATION

To analyze the influence of the parameters on the critical rotation, a software
application was developed and its main menu is presented in fig. 3. The main required
initial data is shown in fig. 4, where one can choose the parameters/influences on the
critical rotation which will be studied, but also the fixed values for some other parameters.
Fig. 5 displays the way to choose the construction of the toothed wheel so that the
application may calculate the gear reduced mass. A fraction of the results obtained by
running the program is presented in fig. 6.

Fig. 3

Fig. 5
Fig. 4

The program offers the choice of the parameter which will be on the abscissa but
also of the parameter for which the curves will be drawn. For example, in fig. 6 the
abscissa variable parameter is the z1 pinion number of teeth and the curves are drawn for
different values of the u gear ratio.
To study the influence of diverse parameters on the critical rotation, the results
obtained by running the developed and shortly introduced (in fig. 3...6) application were
graphically displayed in the following.
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Fig. 6

Fig. 7 presents the variation of the nE1critical rotation for an exterior cylindrical spur
gearing, with negative addendum modification coefficient (xsn=-0.5) and a reduced specific
load ( K AFt / b = 50 N/mm), for three values of the u gear ratio. To respect the conditions
imposed by ISO 6336-1 [], more exactly: xn1≥xn2; -0.5 ≤ xn1+xn2 ≤ 2 and xn2 ≥ -0.5, for the
pinion there was considered a value for the addendum modification coefficient of xn1=0.

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

For the same parameters of the gear, fig. 8 displays the variation of the nE1 critical
rotation for a gear with specific load K A Ft / b > 100 N/mm. On the diagrams, the curves
which refer to a gearing with negative addendum modification are drawn using a thin line
(xsn=-0.5), and the curves that refer to a gearing with positive addendum modification are
drawn with a fat line.
For the two diagrams, the following conclusions can be drawn:
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•
•

•

•

the critical rotation decreases very much with the increase of the pinion teeth
number;
with the increase of the total addendum modification coefficient of the gearing and
the addendum modification coefficient of the pinion, the critical rotation decreases,
but in a relatively small quantity, especially for small teeth numbers of the pinion; for
big teeth numbers, the decrease is extremely small (see fig. 8);
for small gear ratios, the critical rotation decreases with the increase of the gear
ratio in a noticeable manner, while for big gear ratios the respective curves are
overlaid or the differences between them are very small;
the increase of the gearing specific load leads to a certain decrease of the critical
rotation.
Fig. 9 presents the variation of the nE1 critical rotation for a exterior cylindrical
gearing with negative addendum modification (xsn=-0,5), but with a high specific
load ( K A Ft / b > 100 ), for comparison with the gearing shown in fig. 7, and fig. 10
shows the same variation for a gearing with positive addendum modification
(xsn=1.0).

Fig. 10

Fig. 9

The analysis of the two diagrams, compared also with the ones from fig. 7 and fig.8,
leads to the following conclusions:
• the critical rotation decreases in relatively high proportion with the increase of the
helix angle, independent of the addendum modification;
• the higher specific load ( K A Ft / b > 100 N/mm, comparing with the situation where
K A Ft / b = 50 N/mm), leads to a small increase of the critical rotation of the pinion, no
matter if the addendum modification is positive or negative;
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•

a comparison between the diagrams presented in fig. 9 and fig. 10 shows that the
critical rotation for the gear with positive addendum modification is a little smaller
then for the gear with negative addendum modification.
Fig. 11 and fig. 12 present the influence of the gear hub – disk – rim construction
type on the critical rotation of the exterior cylindrical gearing pinion, compared with the
previous cases where the pinion was considered to be manufactured integrated with the
shaft and the driven gear in massive construction.

Fig. 12

Fig. 11

The shown situation are about a gear with positive addendum modification (xsn=1.0)
and a pinion with the addendum modification coefficient xn1=0.6. The curves are drawn for
the u gearing ratio (see fig. 11) and the β helix angle (see fig. 12). Mean values were
considered for the bs /b and sR/mn ratios.
The study of the diagrams from fig. 11 and fig. 12 allows drawing the following
conclusions:
• The value of the pinion critical rotation decreases with the increase of the gear ratio,
when compared with the case where the driven gear was made in massive
construction (fig. 10);
• For the same value of the gear ratio, u=4, the pinion critical rotation decreases with
the increase of the β helix angle, especially for big angles and big pinion teeth
numbers;
4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The analysis done and presented in this paper leads to underlining the following
general conclusions:
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•

•

•

The biggest influence on the critical rotation of the pinion of a exterior cylindrical
gearing belongs to the z1 number of teeth, the β helix angle and the gear ratio; the
increase of these parameters leads to the decrease of the critical rotation;
A small influence over the critical rotation is exercised by the xsn total addendum
modification coefficient, the xn1 pinion addendum modification coefficient and the
construction of the driven gear, whether massive or as hub – disk – rim,
represented by the bs /b ratio between the hub width and gear width and the sR/mn
ratio between the rim thickness and normal module;
The K A Ft / b specific load has an average influence inducing a decrease of the
pinion critical rotation with its increase.
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